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Design bureau Igrushka was founded on January 30, 2013.

By September 2015 we’ve copped with:
– Removing one time and replacing our manufacture
– Making a mistake during equipment purchasing twice
– Rebuilding our team thrice

But at the same time we’ve successfully managed to:
– Create 74 peculiar souvenirs and gifts
– Excogitate 6 fantasy-developing goods for kids 
– Construct 8 exhibition stands ranging from 9 to 72 meters
– Build 4 movable layout of major buildings and manufactures
– Work out 83 packaging designs - from electronics to food;
– Produce and install 21 board signs or advertising constructions;
– Put into operation 8 large machines and 11 small additional devices;
– And the most important – to assemble a close-knit team of designers, engineers, 
artists, circuit designers, producers, machine operators and managers.

And what can we say looking back to our way?
We’ve made a cool way!

design bureau



What do we work out in our design bureau Igrushka?

Lots of things which haven’t existed before us… 
But this catalog is about good gifts creation. Beautiful gifts. Useful gifts. 
Sometimes good, beautiful and useful – all in one.

We put into them our enthusiasm for life, personal experience and a great 
imagination. We experiment a lot and deliver you the best. And you see – we create 
things with soul. We create gifts, which make you to dream and remind childhood. 
They distract you from every-day routine life. Look, which one reminds you your 
childhood. “Office soldiers” reminds you how naughty you was in elementary 
school? Maybe “Elvis’s cabriolet» or watch «Jimmy Hendrix» reminded you your 
youthful rock band? Then the set «Around the World» will remind you dreaming 
about opening your own restaurant. Our gifts are not expensive, but guaranteed 
bring you memories and take away sadness.

Present excellent gifts to those whom you appreciate.

Tair Mamedov, 
DB Igrushka founder
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design bureau

2015/june

ID2507

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2507]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

PETR KAMnEv

SAnTA CLAUSE’S CHEST

new year’s Eve, when all secrets are revealed, 

and the secret becomes clear, we finally know 

in what Santa Claus is engaged in within 

364 free holiday days. no one could even 

imagine what he contemplate with the Snow 

Maiden... In his secret chest - what do you 

think? - Sweets with alcohol and the right 

to reindeer! Also, there is a beard that 

Santa Claus prefers not to wear in his spare 

time.  Mystery Chest - a gift that shows your 

willingness to share secrets.

Spices and sweets
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98

design bureau design bureau

ID2508

2015/june

ID2509

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2509]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

PETR KAMnEv 

BROWnIE’S CHEST

Brownie’s chest – a cute gift for children 

and parents. Scrolls with ancient legends 

about Brownies and mysterious houses spirits, 

which you can read to your baby through 

magic winter evenings – is an excellent gift 

under the Christmas tree!  

Brownie’s statuette will decorate your new 

year’s house. And imagine how glad will be 

children getting sweets and Tula gingerbread.

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2508]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

OLD RUSSIAn CHEST

A large chest, made in the old Russian style. 

The traditional gift with a set of warm knitted 

things. Inside the chest you will find a nice 

Christmas surprise - honey, jams and fragrant 

herbs. The royal decree will appoint new year 

coming and enjoin to sup caviar with a large 

wooden spoon the whole year.

2015/june



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

1110

design bureau design bureau

PETR KAMnEv

[ID2523]

PETR KAMnEv

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

EAST TALES

A desirable gift for lovers of spicy flavor 

of coffee and exotic tales of the Arabian 

nights. Inside the book the gift contains all 

the necessary components for making coffee 

in the oriental style.

Through winter evenings, you will be able 

to enjoy the amazing stories of Scheherazade, 

sipping fragrant bitter drink cooked according 

to an ancient recipe.

2015/june

ID2522

vICTORIA STAMAT

[ID2522]

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

SPICES AnD SWEETS

PETR KAMnEv

In THE BAg

A creative surprise gift, giving the chance 

to prove yourself as a creative person – 

a perfect choice for celebrating the new year 

with friends and colleagues. A simple box, 

which turns into a fun carnival hat, hides 

a sweet gift, stickler labels for decoration 

and a set of felt pens, intended for individual 

hat designing.

2015/september

ID2523
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producerproducer 
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1312

design bureau design bureau

2015/july

ID2517

ID2516

2015/july

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2517]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

PETR KAMnEv

SET fOR MULLED WInE

Long winter evenings with mulled wine under 

a warm blanket is classic. Spices from the set 

will give you peace and tranquility with its 

entrancing aroma. Let a close to you person 

feel like a real aristocrat, feel your care of him, 

because mulled wine under the blanket - is not 

only pleasant but also very healthy, especially 

in cold weather.

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2516]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

CAPPUCCInO-BOX

A cup of cappuccino exciting with its taste 

would be the most appropriate during 

cold winter evenings. Patterns of different 

spices on a favorite drink will give aesthetic 

pleasure, giving it a truly unforgettable aroma 

and divine taste. If you present such gift 

to a dear person, he\she just won’t be able 

to forget you, because a gentle cappuccino 

taste will always associate with you!
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producerproducer 
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1514

design bureau design bureau

2015/august

ID2521

[ID2521]

SPICES AnD SWEETS

SOvIET REfRIgERATOR

What unites all Russian people? That’s 

right – the boundless love to mayonnaise and 

green peas, which are recognized by people 

as an unwritten symbol of the new year! 

One of the most popular sweets in Russia 

is a condensed milk – a favorite sweet 

of a true Russian sweet tooth. A real Soviet 

refrigerator will contribute to the celebration 

of the new year, adding a little impressive 

raciness of the past years to the atmosphere 

of fun.

DMITRy BELAEv

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

PETR KAMnEv

PETR KAMnEv

[ID2505]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

SPACE ROCKET 

The first flight into space - an event 

that marked the beginning of a new era 

for mankind. for many people new year is also 

associated with changes and a new life. And, 

of course, there is an undeniable similarity 

between the spectacular launch of the rocket 

and new year’s fireworks. The gift in the form 

of a rocket with candy, crackers and sparkler 

inside - what you need a happy and bright 

new year’s celebrations, and a parting yuri 

gagarin’s smile will bring you luck in all your 

endeavors.

2015/july

ID2505



name:name:

producerproducer 
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constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

1716

design bureau design bureau

ID2526

2015/april

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2526]

PETR KAMnEv

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

SLEIgH

you can present a magic sleigh made in eco-

trend and filled with sweets to either an adult 

or a child during a family holiday or a school 

Christmas tree holiday. The gift will perfectly 

blend with a dressed-up Christmas tree, next 

to the figures of Santa Claus and the Snow 

Maiden.

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

PETR KAMnEv

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

CHOCO BOX

A perfect souvenir is not always bright 

and shiny. Because this carefully thought-

through box enthrall the recipient, showing 

him\her more and more its secrets. 

And at the end you are awarded with 

a gorgeous wishes chocolate!

2014/august

ID2161

[ID2161]



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory
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code numbercode number

artistartist

1918

design bureau design bureau

ID2528

PETR KAMnEv

[ID2528]

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

A SHOE

Attention to detail - the main criterion 

for choosing a new year gift for the lovely 

lady confidently walking through her life 

in high heels. A phone holder in the form 

of an elegant holographic shoe decorated with 

a red ribbon – particular and very feminine 

gift, which can be filled with a wrapped candy 

matched in tone to that famous red-soled 

shoes.

2015/august

[ID2549]

SPICES AnD SWEETS

WORLD CUISInE

A set of national dishes of different countries 

is an unusual gift for the fans of a gastronomic 

journeys all around the world. One can cook 

delicious exotic dish from these products 

and decorate his\her holiday table with these 

dishes. The dish should be a perfect one, 

the main thing is to trust the centuries-old 

culinary experience! you can present boxes 

either individually or all together. 

2015/august

ID2549

vICTORIA STAMAT

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

TAIR MAMEDOv



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

2120

design bureau design bureau

ID2088

2015/april

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2088]

PETR KAMnEv

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

nESTIng BOX

Instead of boring magnets hang on 

the refrigerator a nesting box with a delicious 

invigorating tea. And when there are no tea 

any more, you may put notes or sweets for your 

relatives there, then any reminder will not 

pass unnoticed.

vICTORIA fURSOvA

[ID2514]

PETR KAMnEv

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

An ACCORDIOn TO KEEP WARM

The original design of this souvenir will 

appeal to fans of the Russian cultural 

tradition and music. Careful attention to all 

details and little things, high-quality printing 

and lamination show of status of this unusual 

gift. In the accordion you’ll find everything 

to make your staying in the winter forest 

comfortable: candy with alcohol, the chemical 

heat for hands and a whistle, not to be lost!

2015/july

ID2514



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

2322

design bureau design bureau

ID2510

2015/august

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2510]

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

nEW yEAR CADILLAC 

new year Cadillac is a bright memorable gift 

you can present to a cardial man, woman 

or a child. A funny packaging is designed 

as a stylish sleigh of Santa Claus with 

delicious candy hidden inside. It is a nice 

gift, which will remind of you for a long time 

and waft pleasant memories of the holidays.

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2935]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

PETR KAMnEv

MInI-CABRIOLET

The souvenir from the supplier of automobile 

spare parts. Inspired by the animated film 

«Cars», we have embodied in the paper 

the version of the racing cars. It is unique 

in that it serves as a box that conceals a sweet 

surprise. As an advertising medium has 

a chance to permanently parked on the table 

of your customer.

2013/november

ID2935
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producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

2524

design bureau design bureau

ALEKSAnDER nEnASHEv 

[ID2936]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

PETR KAMnEv

ROBOCHOCOBOX

This box is an unexpected, useful 

and delicious advertising medium. It contains 

13 chocolates «Inspiration» in individual 

wrappers with the wishes and 4 magnets. It 

unfolds in a booklet with information about 

you and develops into a desktop calendar 

that will remind the customer about you 

during the year. Handmade.

2013/december

ID2936

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2930]

vALERIy SAIgIn

SPICES AnD SWEETS

TAIR MAMEDOv

STRATEgIC RESERvE

A gift set «strategic reserve from fighting 

girlfriends.» It is a glueless box, decorated 

as a wooden army box. Made from corrugated 

cardboard and is equipped with a set 

of objects for survival in hard times: a cup, 

a frock, a pocket knife and a can of condensed 

milk. This set will be a pleasant and useful 

surprise on the fatherland Defender’s Day.

ID2930

2014/february
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26

design bureau

27 Present energy26

[ID2906]

AnnA nIKULInA

vALERIy SAIgIn

TAIR MAMEDOv

ELvIS’S MOTHER CADILLAC

A tasty souvenir for everyone. We turned 

the legendary Elvis Presley Cadillac (which 

he generously gave to his mother) into a box 

of chocolates. An exquisite pink car, filled 

with chocolates, leaves a corrugated garage 

and captivates the heart with its spectacular 

look.

SPICES AnD SWEETS

ID2906

2014/april
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producerproducer 
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2928

design bureau design bureau

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2506]

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

PRESEnT EnERgy

PETR KAMnEv

gAngSTER LIMO

A luxury gangster limousine in retro style 

is a perfect gift for those who likes to risk 

and aims to win. It will be a good decoration 

on the bureau in the office of the Big 

Boss. The spirit of adventure in Chicago, 

multiplied by the Christmas mood, gives 

energy and inspires for the next business 

achievements in the new year. The car is stored 

in its stylish garage with corrugated walls. 

The car is filled with candy and accumulator 

to recharge the phone.

ID2064

2015/
september

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2064]

vALERIy SAIgIn

PRESEnT EnERgy

TAIR MAMEDOv

nEW yEAR BOX

It is not necessary to do something radical 

to start a new life: it is enough to complete 

it with missing. A portable battery for your 

phone, which is included in our box, will come 

in handy to everyone in our difficult time 

of high technology and active speed of life.

2015/august

ID2506
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producerproducer 
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constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

3130

design bureau design bureau

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2164]

PETR KAMnEv

PRESEnT EnERgy

TAIR MAMEDOv

CHOCOBOX WITH ACCUMULATOR

A high-tech box-transfomer with surprises. 

you will find a very pleasant and useful 

surprise inside - the battery to recharge your 

smartphone, which can be used without being 

connected to a power outlet. If you haven’t 

had time to congratulate everybody, then 

recharge your phone and continue to give 

a new year mood to your friends and loved 

ones, but only if they do not sleep!

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2335]

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

PRESEnT EnERgy

PETR KAMnEv

POWER UnI

A luxury box from expensive copyright 

cardboard with a magnetic closure. It hides 

powerful battery (5000 mAh) for charging 

any mobile device that supports charging 

from USB-port. A spacious box allows you 

to organize a «cache» under the battery 

to place an additional personal gift.

2015/january

ID2335

ID2164

2014/
september
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design bureau

Care

2015/may

ID2527

SvETLAnA KIRILEnKO

[ID2527]

DMITRy yASHIn

CARE

TAIR MAMEDOv

fOREST RESERvE

Winter forest fascinates and awakens in every 

man the instinct of a hunter  and a tramp. 

A useful set for a hike in the forest 

is a perfect new year gift for severe man. 

It contains everything you need to survive: 

«eternal» matches, a compass, a chemical 

heat, a pack for flameless food heating 

and a flask for a warming and invigorating 

drink. Everyone finds useful this winter set 

collected with love and care.



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory
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code numbercode number

artistartist

3534

design bureau design bureau

34

SvETLAnA KOLESOvA

[ID2530]

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

CARE

TAIR MAMEDOv

gRAnDMOTHER PARCEL

Is there anybody who didn’t like to get gifts 

from your favorite grandma? And her parcels 

were always full of pleasant surprises. Even if 

you’re an adult, for sure grandmother’s gifts 

will bring you back to the days when trees were 

big. Warm little things for a beloved grandson, 

and a variety of sweets - what could be better! 

And certainly grandmother found a place 

in the box for a pleasant surprise!

ID2530

2015/april

SvETLAnA KIRILEnKO

[ID2515]

PETR KAMnEv

CARE

TAIR MAMEDOv

WARM AS A PRESEnT

During the days when winter reveals its cold 

embrace, one wants to remember the warmth 

of summer and get positive mood. A bright 

warm scarf with funny pompons will not only 

warm you up, but also give others a warm 

smile. Comfortable gloves will come to taste 

of the most demanding fashionistas and warm 

up their soigne hands. Cute and practical, is it 

not a dream?

2015/august

ID2515
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design bureau

With alcohol

PETR KAMnEv

[ID2518]

KRISTInA vASHCHUK

WITH ALCOHOL

TAIR MAMEDOv

nEW yEAR HUT

When a Russian man feels cold, he tries to drink 

something spiritual. Whether it is good or not, 

but this is an ancient tradition. Besides, it 

is obligatory to cheer an interlocutor with joke 

or a funny rhyme. Our souvenir - Christmas hut 

with elements of Russian folk images - will 

always help do not get lost in such a crucial 

moment.

2015/september

ID2518
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3938

design bureau design bureau

38

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2519]

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

WITH ALCOHOL

TAIR MAMEDOv

REfRIgERATOR

If you are looking for a gift for the person who 

is skeptical about the modern achievements 

of a person of the «old» mores, he\she will 

certainly accept with pleasure this original 

souvenir. A classic Soviet refrigerator with 

a classic Soviet new year’s contents can wake 

up in the person a wave of pleasant memories. 

And if he\she finds inside the refrigerator a jar 

of a scarce caviar and a bottle of good vodka, 

his\her sincere joy would be no limit.

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2907]

vALERIy SAIgIn

PETR KAMnEv

PIRATE’S CHEST

A game business souvenir with a good 

alcohol. It’s a real pirate’s chest with a bottle 

of rum, chocolate doubloons with piastres 

and the map of Treasure Island! It is made 

without glue. We can «burn» a stigma 

and your contact information on the trunk. 

Such souvenir will surprise and amuse your 

boss or business partner.

WITH ALCOHOL

2015/august

ID2907

ID2519

2015/april
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design bureau

Health and care

2015/august

ID2525

[ID2525]

HEALTH AnD CARE

“BE-HEALTHy” BARREL

Set «Be-healthy» - a gift for the new year, 

full of kindness and affectionate care. What 

can be stronger than the desire to recover 

from an illness as quickly as possible, when 

the holiday is coming, and outside the house, 

there is a winter fairy tale? you can find 

proven remedies for cold inside the magic 

barrel - raspberry jam, citrus fruits to replenish 

vitamin stock, honey and a curative tea. 

Add a cordial wish of good health to your 

present and it will be accepted with gratitude 

and warmth.

PETR KAMnEv

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

TAIR MAMEDOv



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

4342

design bureau design bureau

SvETLAnA KOLESOvA

[ID2529]

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

HEALTH AnD CARE

TAIR MAMEDOv

A PARCEL fROM THE CRIMEA

for those who have been dreaming to rest 

in the Crimea for the whole year, but did 

not have time to go there, a great Christmas 

gift with presents from the peninsula will 

be an excellent gift. It contains everything 

we like in the Crimea – natural cosmetics 

and amusing trinkets, which will remind you 

of a gentle summer as if you really spent 

summer in the Crimea.

2015/august

ID2513

SvETLAnA KIRILEnKO

[ID2513]

vALERIy SAIgIn

HEALTH AnD CARE

PETR KAMnEv

SPA-SET

A spa-set for body care is a perfect way 

to express your care and warm feelings. Meet 

the new year in purity and harmony, relaxing 

under the light of a candle in an aromatic 

bath.  A natural soap with an exquisite scent 

is suitable for every kind of skin and bath 

bombs make it silky and elastic. Women of all 

ages will appreciate such gift.

2015/august

ID2529
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producer 
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constructor
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44

design bureau

ID2531

SvETLAnA KOLESOvA

[ID2531]

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

HEALTH AnD CARE

TAIR MAMEDOv

“EnJOy yOUR BATH” PARCEL

There are peculiar traditions in every family: 

some families do not recognize an artificial 

Christmas trees, someone make Olivier 

(traditional new year salad) only according 

to old recipes. According to the tradition, 

we invite you to a steam room on the eve 

of the new year. The heroes of a famous 

film will certainly appreciate a wonderful 

bath set, which you can give to friends and 

relatives. Brooms, gloves, fragrant oils, hidden 

in the present, will help to carry out the ritual 

of new year according to all rules.

2015/august

Calendar



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

4746

design bureau design bureau

2014/april

ID2116

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2116]

PETR KAMnEv

CALEnDAR

TAIR MAMEDOv

ETERnAL CALEnDAR

This souvenir will allow you not to waste 

your valuable time! After all, you do not have 

to change the old calendar every year. Among 

your customers you will be not only a busy 

man, but also a “green man”, taking care 

of the environmnet!

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2922]

vALERIy SAIgIn

CALEnDAR

DMITRy BELAEv

CALEnDAR “fISH”

A calendar-fish will enhance the mood. 

A bright design of a wall calendar will surprise 

you with its practicality. Large tear scales 

with the days of the week are bid and have 

a place for important notes. It is a perfect 

gift for any boy whether it is a child or already 

an inveterate fisherman!

2013/august

ID2922
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49

design bureau

Entourage

2015/april

ID2539

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

[ID2539]

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

TROPHIES

An extremely trendy and popular now all 

over the world puzzle constructor made 

of eco-friendly cardboard - the perfect gift 

for anyone who wants to be in a trend. 

This is a constructor, which will not leave 

anyone indifferent. Wall decorations made 

in the form of luxury head to the spreading 

antlers of a deer, a bear’s head, as well as other 

animals. These figures will always attract 

attention and will be a great topic for a casual 

conversation.



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

5150

design bureau design bureau

ID2532

2015/august SvETLAnA KOLESOvA

[ID2532]

MAKSIM DAnCHEnKO

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

A PARCEL TO PARTnERS

Everyone likes to get presents for the new 

year, including your business partners. The set 

for office decoration and holiday celebration 

with colleagues does not violate the rules 

of business etiquette, while it will strengthen 

your business relationships and create a good 

impression of your company. new year’s 

package includes glasses, nuts, nuts-cracker, 

pinecones, tangerines, crackers, whistles, 

fancy sunglasses and even a tree for a fun 

celebration. 

2015/september

ID2538

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2538]

PETR KAMnEv

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

WALL CLOCK

A stylish gift in the form of a wall clock with 

a minimalist design. Qualitative materials 

were used for its production - natural wood, 

plastic, glass. This watch will be an excellent 

addition to any interior whether it is a living 

room, a kitchen, an office or an principal’s 

office. Choose one of the provided variants 

and present it to a close person or a business 

partner.



name:name:

producerproducer 

categorycategory

constructorconstructor

code numbercode number

artistartist

5352

design bureau design bureau

ID2553

2015/september

SvETLAnA KOLESOvA

[ID2533]

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

BOW-TIE

There are millions of cute accessories 

and other small things to buy which we 

always do not have time. Therefore, it’s 

even more pleasent when someone gives us 

these things, demonstrating a subtle sense 

of style and understanding of our image. 

Stylish bow tie is a perfect gift for the person 

who likes to emphasize their individuality 

and recognizable style.

SvETLAnA KOLESOvA

[ID2553]

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

EnTOURAgE

PETR KAMnEv

DOORPLATES

new year is a funny holiday and humor does 

not harm in the design of your home or office. 

you may add a funny plate on the door, which 

reflect your emotions and physical condition 

before and after the holiday, to traditional 

Christmas decorations. The inscription 

on the plates will relieve you from explaining 

to your boss or relatives the reasons, as well 

as tell about what is happening outside.

2015/august

ID2533
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design bureau design bureau

2015/april

ID2535

vICTORIA fURSOvA

[ID2535]

PETR KAMnEv

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

nOTE-BOOK

A good notebook is a gift, which will be useful 

to almost everyone. Each of us have ever faced 

difficulties with the selection of souvenirs, 

trying to find a stylish and peculiar one. 

We’ve thought about it and now offer you 

a wide range of notebooks that include 

an interesting concept: their pages 

are decorated with dotted patterns. Connect 

the dots in a line, and you will get the outlines 

of the most beautiful cities of the world.

DMITRy BELAEv

ILyA gUTOvSKIy

EnTOURAgE

PETR KAMnEv

MAgnETS

The popular version of the corporate new 

year gift - a set of refrigerator magnets 

as a calendar, organizer, whiteboards. At your 

request, we will promptly print a logo or any 

other symbols. A perfect Christmas gift 

for business partners and employees. Practical 

comfortable things will remind about you 

and serve as an advertising of your goods 

or services.

ID2554

2015/september

[ID2554]
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ID2556

2015/september

vICTORIA STAMAT

[ID2556]

PETR KAMnEv

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

CHRISTMAS BALLS

Christmas balls made of cardboard accentuate 

your style and demonstrate commitment 

to eco-trends in the interior. Craftsmanship 

laser cutting will bring the holiday 

atmosphere. And what traceries you will see 

on the wall when you light garlands!

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2910]

PETR KAMnEv

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

POSTCARDS

Most of all this magic postcard is similar 

to the  ew year’s gift of good fairies. Its 

delicate elements create an atmosphere 

of fairy-tale winter forest, filled with mystery 

and magic. A great selection of Christmas 

romantic plots with stylish and exquisite 

design. Postcards will be an unforgettable gift, 

which decorate the interior of any apartment, 

reminding the person who presented it.

2013/march

ID2910
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5958

design bureau design bureau

[ID2905]

EnTOURAgE

SUMMER AS A PRESEnT

DMITRy BELAEv

PETR KAMnEv

TAIR MAMEDOv

gift wrapping for a present to a close 

friend or a group. Design creates intrigue 

and a good mood. Design paper and individual 

place determine the place of every part 

of the present and emphasize the care 

and attention. It is accompanied by a card, 

decorated in the style of packaging.

ID2905

2013/november

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

[ID2901]

DMITRy yASHIn

EnTOURAgE

PETR KAMnEv

fROnT-LInE

A game gift on february 23 for a business 

audience. A box-card with the plan how 

to capture the market of competitors includes 

a gun with pistons for a sudden attack 

and the «frontline 100 grams» of a good 

cognac in aluminum soldier flask. Cheer up 

businessmen on the fatherland Defender’s Day.

2013/february

ID2901
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6160

design bureau design bureau

[ID2931]

EnTOURAgE

OffICE SOLDIERS: CROSSBOW

nADEzDA SHCHEKInA

AnnA nIKULInA

TAIR MAMEDOv

A naughty office gift for conducting wars. 

A pencil case with a set for the performing 

of office warrior weapons. A reliable medieval 

crossbow is made from pencils and accounting 

erasers. Inside the box, there is an instructions 

for the young fighter. Suitable for february 23.

ID2931

2014/february

DMITRy BELAEv

[ID2908]

vALERIy SAIgIn

EnTOURAgE

TAIR MAMEDOv

A gOOD BOMB

A good bomb is for partners with a sense 

of humor. A box in the form of an aircraft 

bomb is easily transformed into a vase 

with flowers, fruit or candy to your taste. 

glueless construction is held by a strap. It can 

be used for reconciliation. Show your partner 

the desire to build peaceful relations.

2014/february

ID2908
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